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The speed of corruption grows in our region. According to the center of anticorruption 

researches «Transparency International – R», an index of corruption level in the country was 
equal to 2.1, in 2010. Russia occupies 154 place of 178. The increase of bribes ten times was 
fixed.  

Today, many efforts and much attention are given to bribery eradication (because 
corruption reduces efficiency of market economy), it destroys existing democratic institutes, 
undermines trust of people to the government, aggravates political and economic inequality. 
Corruption in Russia is so great that it threatens with full loss of control over state ability to 
function. 

We had been carrying out the analysis of the information present by electronic sites of 
mass-media where people were informed that the actions directed on eradication of corruption 
have begun - this problem has been brought for discussion. Various strategies are being 
developed that which are of great importance for situation improvement in the country. Thus, 
each of mass-media does accents on something, differently attracting our attention to their 
resource. 

That is why we carried out our own research. Two regional electronic mass-media 
were chosen since they are the largest news agencies in our region. Selection of articles 
occurred with the help of search inquiry on keywords "corruption", "bribe". These words were 
chosen proceeding from the problem settled by us: to carry out the review and to analyzes 
messages of regional Internet – mass-media on the corruption facts in Krasnoyarsk region. 
Further individual monitoring was carried out from January till November 2010 for the 
analysis of articles and revealing of dynamics of messages.  

After «Siberian News Agency» monitoring was carried out the following dynamics of 
messages on the cases connected with corruption were revealed. The total amount of 
publications for the investigated period on a corruption theme made figure 81, approaching by 
Krasnoyarsk region criterion -14. The peak was achieved in March – 4 publications; messages 
on corruption were not fixed for several months. 

The published messages, on the theme chosen by us, have substantial enough 
character. The given information basically is stated by means of citing of high-ranking 
officials, also it is supported by video reporting, photos from places of events that increases 
trust and interest to articles in the edition. The occurring facts with certain names of persons, 
figures and dates are given to publicity.  

The general assessment of all messages after the provided content-analysis was 
obtained(character of messages was revealed by key words) for positive were taken: 
corruption eradication; counteraction for corruption; creation of regulatory legal acts; 
anticorruption measures; weapon against corruption; excommunication from corruption. For 
the negative words were taken: bribe fact; condemned for a bribe; administrative 
responsibility; criminal liability. Positive articles – 6, negative – 8, neutral news were absent. 

Articles in which it was told about meetings, meetings and discussions carried out in 
our region where the question on anticorruption measures along with the certain facts of 
bribes reception for documents forging in Nazarovo and Kansk were brought and were 



published; about carrying out of checks, marks of goods and about creation of an 
anticorruption Internet resource «ДалВзятку. Ру». 

As a whole the Internet-mass-media "SNA" gives the information objectively, simply 
specifying in the facts.  

After consideration of articles in electronic edition NEWSLAB it is possible to notice 
and tell that information granting goes through ascertaining of the facts with small comments 
which in certain cases passes in the necessary context for the edition. 

The sum of all articles on the theme “corruption” was 75. The maximum was fixed in 
April – 12, the minimum in January – 3. 

A considerable quantity of articles in April were proved by the following facts: the 
statement of the decree of the president of the Russian Federation on13 April, 2010, № 460 
about National strategy of counteraction of corruption; excitation criminal cases concerning 
tax specialists; imprisonment of the Abakan force officer for excessive application of powers; 
extortion of Representative Roszheldorsnab in Krasnoyarsk; suspicion in swindle of 
contractors repairing hydro units HEPS; condemnation of the commander of one of military 
units of Krasnoyarsk city in swindle; attraction of Krasnoyarsk students to a criminal liability 
for marks purchasing. 

 Articles about dismissal of state employees from their positions have absolutely small 
percent on comparison with articles that are just about evening will be good. Case about 
Luzhkov's corruption was considered with extra care. In some moments, it seemed even that 
the journalist justified and protected the mayor. Stories of «what is good and what is bad» and 
about harm of corruption were published. 30 % of articles do not concern corruption from the 
point of view considered by us. 

The characteristic of messages (by the same criteria): positive articles 10, negative – 9, 
neutral – 2 were published. 

It is possible to notice that the difference between Internet editions is essential: at 
mass-media " SNA "published much more negative news then positive. Neutral articles were 
available only on Newslab. 

Information given on Newslab is provided with the analysis and comments. Because 
of it there is an influence and audience declinations to the necessary party for the edition. 

The site «Siberian News agency» has news headings of political and economic 
spheres, education and culture, etc. The facts in the information in articles are ascertained. 
Correspondents tell about facts, describe them realistically, without being afraid of figures 
and names of officials that cannot be told about mass-media «Newslab».  

Under the maintenance of the certain facts and concentration of news, the SNA comes 
out on top, despite that on the quantity of messages Newslab several times exceeds the same 
indicator in the SNA. 

It is possible to notice and that no one of mass-media were told about an inefficiency 
of accepted measures, i.e. anywhere there were no critics to accepted measures on corruption 
eradication. 

In general, this problem is in the process of consideration and quantity of accepted 
measures is not enough to recognize that this phenomenon disappears from our society. 
  


